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That Won’t 
Scale!





















The Cloud

The Ground

vs



National/Global

Local

vs



Growth

Evolution

vs



Frictionless
(dehumanized)

Human interaction is the 
whole point

vs



Build a moat

Share foundations

vs



Cogs

Contributors

vs



Permissioned, symmetric 
infrastructure

Distributed, asymmetric 
infrastructure

vs



Consistent deployment

Every deployment is a 
free canvas

vs



Highly available

Permanently available

vs



It’s not just schools



Municipal Services



Recreational 
Communities



Health and Fitness 
Programs



Learning & Interest 
Conveners



Arts & Culture Groups



Civic Hacking & Public 
Interest Technology



Civic Hacking is the 
Engine of Change



“Government can work for the 
people, by the people, in the digital 
age.”















We need to 
build a new 

toolkit



Replicating up a whole 
env someone else built 

needs to take 1 click



Everyone needs the tools 
to contribute

Without learning the 
whole stack first



Running on your own 
machine is great

People need community 
infra to plug into



We need more than 
forking and configuring

Why is WordPress still our 
best platform?



We need to be able to 
build things without 

proprietary dependencies 
we have no rights to



Idling must be free



Sharing improvements 
must be as effortless and 

getting started



1. The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any 
purpose.

2. The freedom to study how the program works, and change it 
so it does your computing as you wish. Access to the source 
code is a precondition for this.

3. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your 
neighbor.

4. The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to 
others. By doing this you can give the whole community a 
chance to benefit from your changes. Access to the source 
code is a precondition for this.

The “Four Freedoms”





WITH, NOT FOR



O
PERATIO

N
S

DEMOCRACY



OPERATIONS

DEMOCRACY





GO UPSTREAM





EXPERTS HACK 
THINGS



OUR PROCESS IS ABOUT 
PROFIT



SO WHAT HAPPENS IN THE 
PUBLIC SECTOR





FUCK THE 
EASY WIN



NURSES
EMERGENCY SERVICES

SOCIAL WORKERS
TEACHERS



CONWAY’S LAW



MISFIT & FRICTION





JOIN A CODE FOR AMERICA BRIGADE

TEACHERS


